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Beyond Reality: A Guide to Alternate Reality GamingCourse Technology PTR, 2005
This is not a game?or is it? Alternate reality games (ARGs) ask players to ignore barriers that separate the real world from the virtual?Web sites, television ads, movie credits, and even game-generated phone calls can be clues to uncovering the mystery the game represents. ARGs have become the fascinating new compulsion for the people who...
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The Handy Astronomy Answer Book (The Handy Answer Book Series)Visible Ink Press, 2008
Why do the stars shine? What happens when you fall into a black hole? What’s the Moon made of? Is Pluto a planet or not? Does extraterrestrial life exist? How old is Earth? Can humans live in outer space? What is a quasar? How did the universe begin? How will it end? When it comes to the cosmos, it seems like everyone has a thousand...
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The Sense of the Universe: Philosophical Explication of Theological Commitment in Modern CosmologyFortress Press, 2015

	The Sense of the Universe deals with existential and phenomenological reflection upon modern cosmology with the aim to reveal hidden theological commitments in cosmology related to the mystery of human existence. The book proposes a new approach to the dialogue between science and theology based in a thorough philosophical analysis of...
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Venture Mom: From Idea to Income in Just 12 WeeksAMACOM, 2015

	You can take care of kids and take care of business. Many mothers today are jumping into the entrepreneurial ring, transforming simple ideas into profit able ventures. And in the process, they're creating flexible jobs for themselves - all with out start-up capital, business plans, or even babysitters. Venture Mom recounts inspiring...
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Interior Color by Design: A Design Tool for Architects, Interior Designers, and HomeownersRockport Publishers, 1994
Effective color selection can be a powerful element in  any design. "Interior Color By Design" takes the mystery out of the  color application process by: Providing over 250 color samples to  experiment with different combinations Featuring over 100 full-color  images that illustrate key concepts like adjacent colors and overall...
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The Nothing That Is: A Natural History of ZeroOxford University Press, 1999
A symbol for what is not there, an emptiness that increases any number it's added to, an inexhaustible and indispensable paradox. As we enter the year 2000, zero is once again making its presence felt. Nothing itself, it makes possible a myriad of calculations. Indeed, without zero mathematics as we know it would not exist. And without mathematics...
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Implementing Samba 4Packt Publishing, 2014

	Exploit the real power of Samba 4 Server by leveraging the benefits of an Active Directory Domain Controller


	Overview

	
		Understand the different roles that Samba 4 Server can play on the network
	
		Implement Samba 4 as an Active Directory Domain Controller
	
		Step-by-step and...
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Character Development and Storytelling for Games (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2004
This is a book of ideas and of choices. Knowing which choices to make is not teachable. It's part of that creative instinct we call talent whose secret voice guides us every time we sit down at the keyboard. All stories are not identical. They are shaped by all those unique facets of the human beings who write them. All any writer can do when he...
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Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the Human Future in SpaceBallantine Books, 1997

	"FASCINATING . . . MEMORABLE . . . REVEALING . . . PERHAPS THE BEST OF CARL SAGAN'S BOOKS."

	--The Washington Post Book World (front page review)

	

	In Cosmos, the late astronomer Carl Sagan cast his gaze over the magnificent mystery of the Universe and made it accessible to millions of people around the...
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Tcl 8.5 Network ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Tcl (Tool Command Language) is a very powerful and easy to learn dynamic programming language, suitable for a very wide range of uses. Tcl is regarded as one of the best-kept secrets in the software industry. This book gives you a hands-on experience on Tcl, helping you develop network-aware applications using this mature yet evolving...
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Your Google Game Plan for Success: Increasing Your Web Presence with Google AdWords, Analytics and Website OptimizerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Get the most out of Google's trifecta of tools and optimize your Web presence!


	Savvy marketers are always searching for new ways to attract and keep online customers. Google’s array of online tools plus the techniques and tips in this expert guide help you unlock the mystery of doing business in the digital...
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Courts and Trials: A Reference Handbook (Contemporary World Issues)ABC Clio, 2003


	Courts are governmental institutions that serve important functions for society, including dispute processing, policymaking, and the enforcement of rules. Courts have a profound effect on people within their jurisdiction, especially individuals subjected to a civil lawsuit or a criminal prosecution. When legal cases...
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